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(GAL 3:8-14) 

PRAY 

GETTING the GOSPEL RIGHT… 

That is what I have determined to be PAUL’s overarching theme in this letter to the GALATIAN churches. 
That (IOW) is the GOAL of all the divinely inspired INSTRUCTION we find in this book: to make sure that 
the GOSPEL message people possess is the CORRECT ONE…the ONE that LEADS to a RIGHT STANDING 
with GOD (now) and ETERNAL GLORY (later)…THAT IT is the SOUND GOSPEL which saves (versus the 
false gospel which DAMNS). (AND) the REASON PAUL has made this HIS GOAL (and theme) is because 
the DANGER of Christians possessing a false GOSPEL was ALL TOO REAL – especially FOR those within 
the GALATIAN churches. 

You will RECALL from our previous STUDIES (in the book), that THE situation in those churches WAS 
quite DIRE.  Many among their ranks were beginning to embrace A GOSPEL that demanded NOT ONLY 
FAITH in CHRIST to be JUSTIFIED – but also observance of the Old Covenant CLEAN LAWS (what Paul calls 
in this letter, “the works of the law”). The CLEAN LAWS were the WAY prescribed by GOD under the Old 
Covenant to GAIN a RIGHT RELATIONSHIP w/HIM (i.e. justified – though NOT in the same sense as the 
justification offered through Christ) –AND included the following things (all which needed to be 
“worked” by the individual being justified –or someone on their behalf): Circumcision, Sacrifice, 
Sabbaths and various washing related to issues of Separation. This is what NEEDED to take place under 
the Old Covenant if a person wanted to enter into that covenant and a relationship with GOD.  

And this (again) is what many within the GALATIAN churches were beginning to believe WAS also 
NECESSARY if they were to be in a right relationship with GOD under the New Covenant. IOW:  
JUSTIFICATION was NOT GAINED by faith alone in Christ alone - BUT by the “works of the clean laws” as 
well. And where the Galatian churches GOT such a crazy IDEA was (believe it or NOT) the Apostle Peter. 

Peter (along with the James and the rest of the leadership in the Jerusalem church) were under the 
impression that THIS is what the BIBLE taught (and therefore) sent representatives to the other existing 
churches to MAKE SURE they were in COMPLIANCE. Paul labels these compliance teams, the 
“circumcision party” and was (as this LETTER  - along with several others make clear) VEHEMENTLY 
OPPOSED to their message. This was NOT the GOSPEL message He HAD received from Jesus Himself, but 
a false GOSPEL message (and one therefore) which would SURELY DAMN all who continued to embrace 
it. Jesus HAD replaced such CLEAN LAWS by HIS once for all, eternally sufficient and finished work on the 
CROSS.  IOW: He became the NEW CLEAN LAW.  THIS meant that ALL a person NOW needed to DO to 
enter into a RIGHT (and JUSTIFIED STATE) with GOD was look to HIM (in faith).  

Justification was (INDEED) by faith alone in Christ alone. THAT WAS the SOUND and SAVING GOSPEL 
message—and the ONE PAUL was determined to bring the GALATIAN churches BACK to. 



And since THIS (really was) the EPICENTER of the CRISIS, this DOCTRINE of JUSTIFIACTION by FAITH 
ALONE is (also) where PAUL spends the majority of his time in GTGR for the GALATIANS. 79 of the book’s 
149 verses are devoted to this subject. And that includes WHERE we are AT in chapter 3. Verses 1 
through 14 REPRESENT the 10th GTGR truth which is… 

10. GTGR means understanding that justification gained by faith alone is supported by historical 
proof, precedent and prophecy (1-14). 

And since the last time we were in the book we discussed the first two of these (historical proof and 
precedent), I will be brief in what I discuss about them (this morning) so that the BULK of our time can 
be spent addressing this last portion related to prophecy (which is the portion related to our verses for 
today – verses 8 -14). 

It I important (HOWEVER) that I GO BACK (first) and briefly discuss the prior two – especially SINCE the 
TITLE of this 10th TRUTH has changed (from before). 

When we actually discussed them (and the verses where they reside – which is verses 1 through 7), I did 
so under the HEADING “GTGR requires logical thinking”. And though THIS is STILL TRUE (and the way 
Paul goes about convincing the Galatians of his position as the right one is by requiring them to make 
use of the 4 laws of logic – something made quite clear once ONE examines in detail each of the 
questions Paul poses to them in these verses – along with his concluding statement in verse 7)---though 
that is the CASE, these verses (nonetheless) are meant to SUPPORT his previous argument in verses 15 
through 21 of chapter 2 – WHICH is THE place in the TEXT where he first PRESENTS HIS position on 
JUSTIFICATION as GAINED by faith alone  (in contrast to Peter’s position of faith plus “works of the law” - 
see 2:16). 

And the support He OFFERS is in the FORM of historical proof, precedent and prophecy: 

10.1. The first of these (then) (“historical proof”) is based on the historical evidence presented in 3:1-5 – 
historical evidence WHICH pointed to JUSTIFICATION as GAINED through faith alone. That evidence was 
the death of Christ, their experience with the Holy Spirit and miracles. ((1-5)): receiving “the Spirit” and 
having “miracles” worked among them were the CLEAR proofs that what they HAD DONE in expressing 
faith in “Jesus Christ who “was publicly portrayed as crucified” was enough since they also knew that His 
death was the justifying event in Redemptive History (“it was before [their] eyes”). 

10.2. The second (“historical precedent”) is based on ((6-7)): the idea of faith alone as the means to 
justification, was not new, precedent HAD been SET long AGO through the actions of Abraham who (like 
the Galatians) had received JUSTIFICATION (not by “the works of the law”) but FAITH ALONE. As such, 
those doing so under the New Covenant had become “the sons of Abraham” (those following his 
historical footsteps). 

Which BRINGS US (then) to our VERSES (for today) and new material (for discussion): prophecy 

10.3. As FURTHER support, for his position that JUSTIFICATION is GAINED by FAITH ALONE, Paul calls the 
GALATIANS (and us) to consider 4 PROPHECIES (and let me just say) before we dive into our discussion, 
we have left the shallow end of the pool and will now be paddling into the deeper waters! And I say that 
relative to the where we have been THUS FAR in the book. So if you have thought this book to BE DEEP 
already, then make sure to put your floaties ON – b/c that was nothing in comparison to where we will 
be going this week and the weeks AFTER!  



So with that in mind, here is the first prophecy for our consideration (and study)… 

10.3.1. Prophecy #1: the blessing of Abraham: ((8-9)) 

Based on Paul’s interpretation of Genesis 12:7 (here), what we are to understand this word 
“blessed” referring to is “God [justifying] the Gentiles by faith” (see again verse 8: b/c the 
“Scriptures [foresaw] that God would justify the Gentiles by faith” this “gospel” was 
“preached…to Abraham beforehand (i.e. the gospel of justification by faith alone). And that 
message was “In you shall the nations (i.e. Gentiles) shall be blessed” – the “blessing” then being 
justification by faith). “So then (v9), those “who are of faith” qualify as the recipients of this 
prophecy and like Abraham (“the man of faith”) are “blessed” (i.e. justified by that faith).  

The prophetic blessing of Abraham (therefore) lends additional support to PAUL’S argument: 
justification is (now) gained by faith alone – especially SINCE the SCOPE of the New Covenant 
included the Gentiles. This is what also made the New Covenant unique from the previous 
redemptive covenants GOD had made with people. In the past, it was limited to a single family 
(or nation) – that which later became known as the Jews (meaning that before the New 
Covenant) everything one else (except for the rare exception) HAD NO HOPE of entering into a 
right relationship w/God (Eph 2:11-13). 

What this ALL means practically and why it should be important (to us) = B/C before the New 
Covenant (and justification by faith alone), we (and our children) were essentially DOOMED to 
die in sins (and face God’s awful wrath) as our ancestors for thousands of years prior HAD 
already done. We were a people (as Paul again says in Eph 2 – “strangers to the covenants of 
promise, having NO hope and without God”). As such, WHAT PAUL is fighting FOR in these 
verses is something that should be ETERNALLY PRECIOUS to us! OUR ability to receive God’s 
forgiveness and salvation is BOUND UP (and dependent upon) the prophetic blessing of 
Abraham coming to fruition—to justification being GAINED in the same way it was by HIM—by 
faith alone.  

Why this doesn’t affect us with the kind of gratitude and enthusiasm that it should = B/C we 
don’t realize JUST HOW HARD it was to enter into a saving relationship with GOD prior to this 
(IOW: we take for granted HOW easy GOD has NOW made it). Before Christ, the only way to be 
in covenant relationship with GOD was by being born into the family God was choosing to show 
His mercy to: Noah, Abraham or the 12 sons of Jacob/Israel – OR by becoming a JEWISH 
proselyte under the Old Covenant (which very few Gentiles ever did).  And even then, it was 
extremely difficult DUE to the ALL the different things GOD required a Jewish person to do in 
order to BE CLEAN/JUSTIFIED (the rituals and rites were both painful and plentiful as outlined in 
the book of Leviticus).  Even the Jews saw them as burdensome and hard to observe (Peter 
addresses this very issue during his change of heart at Jerusalem Council - Act 15:9-11). 

The HARD work of becoming CLEAN/JUSTIFIED before GOD has now been taken CARE of (for us) 
through Christ’s priestly work on the cross (according to Hebrews, all those prior requirement 
have been fulfilled through Christ’s offering of His perfectly clean life as our eternal priest and 
sacrifice before God). And NOW all we have to DO is simply look to HIM AND our “hearts are 
cleansed” and we are “saved by the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ”. WE are JUSTIFIED by faith 
alone in Christ alone. 

What ELSE (I think) makes our appreciation LESS than what it should BE is found in (WHAT) Paul 
offers as his second prophecy and support:    



10.3.2. Prophecy #2: the curse of the Law ((10)) 

This statement comes from Deuteronomy 27:26 and is what the second generation of Israelites 
(coming out of Egypt in the Exodus) were to commit themselves to ((Deu 27:9-26)).   

(So then) they were to commit themselves in obedience to ALL that God had commanded them 
to do as revealed in the “book of the Law” (or “book of the covenant” – see Deu 27:9-10). As 
such this statement functions prophetically since THIS is what would be the Israelites future fate 
SHOULD they choose to be disobedient to God’s commands (which is exactly what they did 
bringing this prophetic statement to fulfillment – Deu 31:29 – “For I know that after my death 
you will surely act corruptly and turn aside from the way I have commanded you. And (as a 
result) in the days to come evil will befall you.”). 

Why (THEN) Paul says this prophetic curse is true for all those (past and present) practicing the 
clean laws as their means of justification (“For all who rely on the works of the law are under a 
curse; for it is written…”): 

10.3.2.1. B/C if one is practicing the clean laws (past or present) it means they have 

broken God’s laws (and therefore are “cursed”).  

Recall from Deu 27 – NEVER is the spiritual disposition of the person toward God or His 
commands a condition/factor, INSTEAD both the faithful and unfaithful BECOME 
“cursed” the moment they break one of God’s commands. 

10.3.2.2. B/C the “works of the law” (i.e. clean laws of the OC) could not truly cleanse. 

They provided “Passover justification” but not Payment justification” (Rom 3:25). This 
means that the sins of the people under the OC remained on them and as such NEVER 
truly put them in the place of blessing (that only true or payment justification could –the 
kind of justification THAT ONLY comes through FAITH ALONE in CHRIST ALONE). This is 
why (then) the writer of Hebrews says what he does in (Heb 9:13-14 and 10:3-5, 11-12). 
This is HOW also we make sense of what Paul is talking about in (Phi 3:4-8). 

Does this MEAN all those who relied on the clean laws of the OC (as prescribed by God 
as the means to atonement/forgiveness/cleansing/justification) practiced those “works 
of the law” in VAIN (i.e. they went to HELL anyway?) NO – but it does mean what the 
writer of Hebrews says in (Heb 11:39-40). 

Deuteronomy 27:26 (therefore) is prophecy which also POINTS to JUSTIFICATION by faith alone 
(since the clean laws ultimately did nothing to remove God’s curse). 

(BEFORE moving to the next prophecy however) I think it’s worth the time to JUST take a 
moment and reflect on THREE things (ESPECIALLY in light of the soap opera that caused Paul to 
write these words in the first place): 

(first) = HOW serious the ERROR was (that was being made) by Peter and the Jerusalem church 
in attempting to re-introduce the “works of the law”: they were essentially putting people BACK 
under the CURSE of GOD! (a reminder rather than a removal of sin – Heb 10:3). 

 



(second) = HOW this error could have been AVOIDED had (Peter and the gang) been BETTER 
theologians. (IOW): it doesn’t pay to stay in the shallow end of the pool (since when it comes to 
the Christian life the shallow end is place where you have the greatest potential for drowning)! 
It was only because of good theologians like Paul (guys who could swim in the deep end of the 
pool) that the CHURCH didn’t drown (in relation to this issue). This is NO DOUBT why James 
writes what he does in (Jam 3:1) and Peter (later writes) what he does in (2Pe 3:15-16) – both 
had learned their LESSON (and saw the absolute necessity of becoming good theologians –lives 
are at stake! – 1Ti 4:16). 

(third) = “MIGHT DOESN”T MAKE RIGHT”. Peter, James and the Jerusalem Church were the BIG 
DOGS in the Christian world (and the majority) YET they were beginning to embrace a false 
gospel.  This would not be the last time that the Christian majority started moving in the 
direction of heresy. History is filled with examples: RCCC, Athanasius’ battle against Arianism 
(Athanaisus Contra Mundum).  

PRAY 


